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.'\ glance at the cun·cs ,,-ill show that the same 
declin-ation is occupied by different stars at different 
dates; it may happen that the (kclination found 
tits more than one star within prohabk date Iimib, and 
so we have to ,,-hid! is the more likelv star to 
have been obsen·ed. It might at first sight s(·em that 
it would be difficult to settle which star is reallv in 
yucstion. But in practice the ditliculty does not (lftt'n 
:,rise. \\"e now ktw\v that the stnrs used were those 
in high northern or southern decl inations for noting 
the time at night in the tlw Eg-yptian temples 
hnve familiarised us with, and stars m,;,ret· the eyuator 
to serve as '" 1norning stat·s," of sunrise. 

The stars \Vith about the dates alreadv revealed b\· 
the work of the last h ·w \·ears llla\· ceriainh· be con-
sidered in the fin•t instanc"e. · • 

It is realh- not a remarkable fact that so few stars 
arc in qul'stion, for the use made of them wns w·n· 
definite. Capella, " Capricorni, 
and .-\ntares almost exhaust the list. 

The use of the precessional globe saves many intri
cnte and laborious calculations when only an ap
proximation is reyuirc'd. Thus warning stars at any 
yuarter of the :\lay or solstitial yea r at any given 
date may be found by rectifying the globe for the 
lntitude of place of observation, marking- the 
eyuator at that date by a circle of w:tter-colour paint 
by holding a camel 's-hair pencil at thl' cast point of 
the \\"llOden horizon, and rotating- the g-lobe. The in

of tilt• l'quator and thl" ecliptic gi,·t·s us the 
equinoxes at that date, theit· separation the 
solstices. \\"ith thcsl' data ,,-e can mark the reyuired 
position of tht· sun on the l'l'iiptic. 

This done, if wt· rotate the globe so as to bring- tlw 
sun's place 10° below the up1wr. surface of the "·oodl'n 
horizon, the star the rising- of which can be used as a 
,,-nrnt•r will be scl'n nn the horizt1n. 

!\or does the usc of the globe end hen·. \\"ith a 
g·iven azimuth, \Vhich arc all marked on the \n>oden 
horizon, the globe may be adjusted to difTcn·nt dati's 
and then rotated until at a ct'rtain dat< · a rises at 
t hnt nzimuth. 

Lon<YER. 

GEOnETIC 

T liE latest. Yolunw (n>l. x\·iii.) of the Great Trigo
nometrical Sun·e,- of India contains the records 

of astronomical obst'r\·ations for latitude extending- i 

the last t\\"t•nt\· ,-cars. It is, in effect, the con
tinuation of ,-ol. xi.." and brings this particular de
partnwnt of Indian Surn'y l;tatistics up to date. It 
consists chil'fly of tabulat<·d records; 543 pages al01w 
in pnrt ii. bt·ing absorbed by tables of astronomical 

There is therefore nothing to offt·r in the 
wa\· of remark or criticism on the grl'at bulk of detail 
c01itained in this Yolumc except congratulation on the 
completion of n work inn>h-ing much labour in 
compibtion. It is, 1wrhnps, the most inte resting of 
the whole of (>reat Trigonometrical Survey 
records . and tlw intcn·st of it to the general reader li<·s 
in the prefnce, ,,-here Colotwl Burrard, in plain and 
simpk Iangungc, gi\·es tht• reasons for tht· faith that 
is in him as reg-ards the presl'nt. position of geodetic 
'' ork in India. 

To those ,,-ho pinned their faith to the rigid 
accuracy of geodetic triang-ulation as the bnsis of 
fixed points for the further extension of minor systems 
of triangulation and of topog-rnphical sun·ey, it mny 
at first sig-ht appear somewhat disturbing- to be 
;•ssured that there is no fin a lity in sight for the vnlue 
of fixed point in India, either in latitude, longi
tude or nltitude. Geodetic scienc<' cnn only develop 
on a system of trinl n•1d error. Only by the most 
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rig-idly exact systems of measurement possible to 
human agency can the shape of the earth's figure Iw 
precisely determined, and only, \Yhen the pn•cise shape 
of that figure has bn·u detl'rmined, can geodetic cal
culations be satisfactorily computed. Hitherto these 
calcubtions in ludia hm·e bel'n based on an assumed 
earth-figure known as Everest's spheroid, and al
thoug-h this assumption is not absolutely justified hy 
continuous obserYation, Col. Burrard rightly main
tains that it \Hluld be a mistake to break the con
tinuitY (and then•b\- dl-'stroy much of the value) of tlw 
c;re;tt Trig-onometrical Survey series by the introdw::
tion of tables based on new, and possibly only 

data. Similady he pleads for absolute 
accurac\· in the determination of l;ttitudes, for it is 
only wftl'n the riddle of the earth's shaJk shall be 
soh-.,d In· the men of science of \ he futun·, and the 

to posit in· tlu·rdrolll straightenl'd 
out, that till' full \·alut· of this most n·mark:tble bodY 
of results (obtained by new and more perft-ct 
nH·nts front obst·rvation-.; of stars of \\·hich th<: position 
is no,,- mon• ccrtainh· kno\\"11 than heretofore) c;m IJ, 
dft·cti\"f•h- utilised · 

The deflection of tht• plumb-line fnrms one of 
pdncipal subjt ,cis of scientific uf whi.-!1 
the n·cord is t" b<' found in this book. This defll'c
t ion is d(,termincd bv till' di ff<·rence in Ia t i tud<! ob
tainl'd for any fixed point bet\\"l't'n the results of 
gendl'tic triangulation and of astronomicnl 
tion . For reasons already suggested in connectio;l 
,,-ith the of the earth's fig-ure, as well as 
tlw fact that origin of geodetic latitudes in India 
(at the 1\_;,Jianpur base) is itself an assumtniun. there 
still remains an c!t-ment of uncertnint\· in the;;" deter

They are exceedingly ititeresting-. " In 
tlw llimalayas •• (which is, p<erhaps, a slig-hth· \·ag-ue 
detlnition) the deflt·ction amounts to -J.)·2<)S.; at tlw 
foot of th'"' Himalayas it is - Jt)o()OS.; in central India 
it :tmounh to But it b<' remembered 
that in dealing· wiih this matter of rigid accuracy we 
kt\·e still to reckon with minutelY small errors, yuan
titit 's that an• immaterial for practical purpose of 
supplying- a basis for map-making·. For instance, the 
most methods of observing- with the best of 
nc,,- only displaces tlw assumed ,·aluc of 
tlw Kalianpur latitude by o-3''. In the matter of 
longitude tlwrc is, ho\Yen•r, a recog-nised error of 
2' z;'', which is an error too large to be neglectl'd. 
This has to be l'liminakd from Indian mapping-; 
although, ;tgain, Col. Bunard dcpn:ca tr.s any inter
ference with the continuity of Grcnt Trigonomctricnl 
Sun·cy records in the series endl'd by this eightel'nth 
,-olume . To this !'xtent Indian topography and Indian 

must remain discrepant for a space of time. 
There is, IHl\\"1'\·cr, one element of disruption in 

Indian Gt-:odctic SurH'Y work with ,,·hich no m:111 of 
science can deal. is caused earthquakes, and 
the resulting displacenwnt of mark-stones is not ensily 
det ermined. There mny little rclati\·e displacement 
over a large nrea, whilst the absolute displacement of 
the whole area maY be considerable. It is impossible 
to re-trinngulate the vnst spaces which would he 
nt,cessary to determine this, nor does it appear to be 
at all ensy to discon·r what may be the effect of such 
disturhnnc-es in altitude. The most cnrcful levelling 
(threl' times repeated) over the Pightcen mill's separat
ing Debra from 1\lussoorie onlv revealed a probable 
diminution of inchPs in the I I irnnlayan altitudes at 
1\lussooric after thf' latest, and most violent, carth

1\leanwhile geodetic science fulfils its mission 
admirably in the great prnctical worl.;: of Pstablishing 
the basis for topographical survf•vs. These twn·r can 
he affectrd bv those small g-Podl'tir adjttstnwnts ,,-hich 
arc nil-important to the scientific theorist, nlthough it 
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is quite possible that such displacements as are caused 
by earthquakes might be troublesome to the map
maker.. Topography, however, can never be final; 
never (under some conditions) complete. Col. Burrard, 
in his admirable preface, aptly quotes the shifting 
Indus as a case in point. Could the whole Indus 
valley be surveyed in any one year we could then 
say " that was the course of the Indus in the year 
--." As it is we can never hope to possess an 
.accurate topographical representation of the Indus 
from the mountains to the sea at anv one time-nor 
does it much matter if we cannot. • 

The expense and the labour of geodetic triangula
tion undoubtedly imposes certain limitations on its prac
tical use, and probably no record in scientific history of 
its misapplication is more remarkable than that which 
may be found in the Government report on the Boundary 
Survey between British Bechuanaland and German 
South-west Africa. Here an elaborate series was 
extended at a ridiculous cost, and involving the labour 
of several years, in order to determine the position of 
a meridian line (running through the Kalahari desert) 
which had been defined by diplomats in England as 
the only possible boundary. The possibility of the 
existence of gold or diamond mines demanded an 
exact and visible demarcation no doubt; but where 
that demarcation was carried through the undeveloped 
and waterless wilderness was not a matter of signifi
cance, provided it were somewhere near the defined 
line. It may be that the meridian (almost the. worst 
boundary definition possible) was without an alterna
tive, in which case a most important word must have 
been inadvertently omitted from the protocol, or 
agreement. That word was " approximate." A free 
use of it in the original definition, and a liberal 
interpretation of it in the field, would have 
enabled a topographer to run a plane-table traverse 
quite sufficiently close to the meridian on a 
" chronometric " longitude to have fixed up the 
boundary marks as he proceeded, and so to have com
pleted the whole boundary in, say, one-fifth the 
time and at one-tenth the expense of the geodetic 
determination. It is not as if this geodetic determina
tion resulted in rigid (and unnecessary) accuracy. 
Col. Burrard's preface to his eighteenth volume at 
once disposes of any such possible pretension ; nor is 
it as if it formed the basis for useful topography, for 
not a square mile of topography resulted. The only 
result is a possibly useful basis for the extension of 
future triangulation in German territory--and for this 
the German Government should have paid. 

T. H. H. 

THE ROLE OF LIQUID CRYSTALS IN 
NATURE. 

THIRTY-SIX years have elapsed since Prof. Otto 
Lehmann, while a student at Stuttgart, de

signed a novel form of microscope which permitted 
of the optical examination of substances at tempera
tures differing considerably from that of the 
surrounding air, and thus obtained access to an 
almost virgin field for research, to the cultivation of 
which he has strenuously devoted himself. The 
results of a long series of observations were collected 
and published in the form of the fine volume entitled 
" Fltissige Krystalle," which was noticed in NATURE 
in 1904 (vol. lxx., p. 622). Prof. Lehmann, however, 
bv no means intended that work to constitute his last 
,,;ord on the subject, and, as is testified by the 
numerous papers which have since that date appeared 
from his pen in various journals, he has in no way 
relaxed his efforts in the prosecution of his investiga
tions. Of recent years, moreover, other workers have 
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in greater number been attracted to the subject, and 
their observations are, on the whole, in harmony with 
his, and confirm the substantial correctness of the 
views he has put f01·ward. In particular, mention 
may be made of Prof. D. Vorlander's extensive in
vestigations of the azoxy-compounds. Although there 
was in early days, not unnaturally, considerable 
scepticism regarding the correctness of Prof. Leh
mann's observations and the deductions he made from 
them, there is at the present time little reason to 
doubt the reality of the existence of anisotropic 
liquids and the importance of the r6le they play. 

At first sight it may seem ridiculous and absurd to 
suppose that any immediate relation can subsist 
between the properties of liquids and crystallised 
matter. The study of the characters of crystals has 
demonstrated that the molecules composing a crystal 
are regularly arranged at the nodes of the corre· 
sponding space-lattice. Such a structure possesses 
great rigidity, a character incompatible with the 
mobility of a liquid. It is, indeed, very probable, as 
Mr. \Villiam Barlow suggests, that the spheres of 
influence of the constituent atoms are all in contact 
with their immediate neighbours, and the molecule has 
no separate entity in the crystal. On the other hand, 
in a gas the molecules have clearly a distinct exist
ence; they are in constant motion, and for the greater 
part of their course are remote from one an9ther, 
and, if not kept within bounds in some way, would 
altogether part company. It is not difficult to suppose 
that a liquid may be a compromise between such 
different states; it may retain, though to a lesser 
degree, both the regularity of the solid and the 
mobility of the gas. That extreme rigidity is not an 
essential property of a crystalline structure is evinced 
by certain minerals-mica being a conspicuous 
example-which are susceptible of considerable bend
ing without permanent derangement of the structure. 
Solid substances break when the limit of elasticity is 
reached, or, in other words, when no further slipping 
of the sphere's of influence upon one another is possible 
without a collapse of the equilibrium. There are, 
however, substances with small rigidity in which a 
greater amount of shear is possible; to these viscous 
substances, of which the melted modification of 
iodide is a familiar instance, Prof. Lehmann applied 
the term " fliessende Krystalle." Finally there are 
substances with almost negligible rigidity in which 
so much relative slipping is possible without a collapse 
that, though anisotropic, they are as mobile as water; 
these he has called " fllissige Krystalle." 

No sharp distinction can, however, be drawn 
between the three groups. Indeed, one curious sub
stance, the ethyl para-azoxycinnamate, has been dis
covered which is solid in the direction of the principal 
axis, but fluid at right angles thereto. Further, .some 
substances, such as cholesterylcaprinate, have two 
liouid modifications. Certain of them-para-azoxy
anisol, for instance-become turbid on melting, but 
on increased heating suddenly clarify at a definite 
temperature. The turbid liquid was at first supposed 
by many physicists to be an emulsion; but recent 
investigations by Dr. R. Schenk and Dr. A. C. de 
Kock indicate that the turbid liquid is a homogeneous 
phase. The mutually repulsive action-possibly an 
electromagnetic phenomenon-that characterises the 
molecules of a gas takes in a liquid the form of an 
" expansion-force," as it is termed by Prof. Leh
mann. This force varies in different directions 
according to the symmetry of the molecule, and con
sequently the envelope of the liquid crystal, as seen 
in the microscope, is polyhedral, the corners being 
rourided owing to the effect of surface-tension. The 
contour is circular when the expansion-force is nearly 
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